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What we've been up to...
Thank you for attending the Popscicles in the Park event and Visiting Day! We
have enjoyed getting to know the wonderful Bear Cub children and their
families.
These first few weeks of school we will focus on learning all about the
children, their interests and their personalities. We will learn and practice
classroom routines and spend lots of time exploring a variety of learning
materials, both inside and outside. 
Please know that we welcome open communication and hope you feel
comfortable contacting us with any questions or concerns that may arise. This
is going to be a great year!
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Everything the children do at
school has a learning goal
behind it. For example, did
you know that stringing
beads helps them develop
fine motor skills and bilateral
coordination (the ability to
coordinate both sides of the
body at once in a controlled
and organized manner)?

Looking Ahead
September 16 & 23--Spanish
September 24--Music
September 25--School Photos
September 30--Nature on the
Move
October 2--Art
October 5--School Open House
11:30-1:30

Learning Centers



Friendly Reminders
Please send in or have your child wear socks if he or she doesn't like the feel of
the playground sand. We spend lots of time outside and want them to feel
comfortable playing!
If you have not already done so, please send in a family photo and a baby photo
before age one (4x6 or 5x7)
Please make sure your child's cubby bin has a clean set of clothing at all times
(including socks and underwear). The children are still getting comfortable
using the bathroom at school and will be playing with water/exploring nature
so we expect them to need a change of clothes periodically. We will send wet
clothes home in a bag. 
Please reply to this email with any additional email addresses you want
included on our mailing list (such as nannies, grandparents, etc.). 
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